9.00-10.00
Breakfast

Follow the famous proverb: “Eat your breakfast, share your lunch with a friend and give your dinner to your enemy”. So eat your breakfast like a king. Focus
on proteins and carbohydrates, you’re going to have a lot of physical activity today. The menu offers rice or buckwheat porridge and French beans.

10.30-12.30
14.30-16.30
Paintball &
“Adventure”
game

To play paintball a la Russe use the following vocabulary: Ура! [ooh-rah!] “hooray!” — the word doesn’t have a meaning, but you should cry
it out with all your might when you’re going into the assault or want to frighten the enemy with a false maneuver; Мочи! [Moe-cheer!] ”dip
in liquid” — If you want your partner to shoot; Ёшкин кот! [Your-skin caught!]
quite happy about what’s going on. You can use it when a maneuver fails. Не тормози! [knit-tar-muz-zee] «don’t lag!» — If the partner is
doing something too slowly. At the end of the game embrace your enemy, pat him on the shoulder and say: Брателло! [bra-teller] — “bro”.

13.00 Lunch

Try the Tartar azu, a traditional dish of one of Russian nations. Fried pieces of meat stewed with carrots, potatoes, onions and tomatoes.

16.30-18.00
Free time

Here are a few ways to spend your free time a la Russe. If you care for some privacy you can, as we say, «go for mushrooms» — “идти по грибы” [eatbelieved that it came up at MSU campus. Ask your guide to teach you.

18.00
Dinner

If you want a Russian tea party you can use two ways of drinking tea: 1) With lumps of sugar. Sugar is not put into the cap, you bite a little
piece of it before every sip and chew with a crunch; 2) «White Tea»: tea is drunk in a usual way, but you don’t add neither tea nor sugar :)

21.00
Disco party

In Russia, especially in the backblocks, there is a disco tradition: all dancers put their bags in a big heap, make a circle around it and dance
without changing location. Thus personal belongings are watched and protected.

